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Instructions to the Students

l. This Question paper consists of two Seotions. All sections are

compulsory.

2. Section A comprises l0 questions of objective tlpe in nature. AII

questions are compulsory. Each question carries 2 marks.

3. Section B comprises 8 essay tlpc questions out of which students need

to do any 5. Each question carries l0 marks.

4. Read the questions carefully and write the answers in the answer sheets

provided.

5. Do not write anyhing on the question paper.

6. Wherever necessary, the diagram drawn should be neat and properly

labelled
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SECTION _A (OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS)
(10x2:20 Marks)

A The number of elements in the power set of the set {.lrt.b} .c,d}is

a) 8 b),+ c)3 d)7

B A college warded 38 medals in lbotball. l5 medals in basketball and 20

rnedals in cricket. If these medals are given to 58 players and all the

three sport medals are given to three players only. How many players

got the exactly two of the three sports rnedals?

a) 8 b) 4 c)5 d)9

C Relation between Anthmetic Mean (A.M.). Geometric Mean (G.M.).

and Harmonic Mean (H.M.) is:

/ G.M+H.M. )a) A.M.:l
\2)

b) c.M.=JA.,\4, rl-N4.

c) G.M.=(A.M,H.M.)'

A-M.d) H M-_
c.M.

Dltl" I --+- -r I ....-.d is equal lL)
19 27

a) 0 b) 1.5 c) 2.5 d) 3

E ,f ' =P* t 
.th.nvalueof P:

x(x-1) ,r x-l
a) 1 b)0 c)2 d)-l

F [f"c. - "c',r. then value ofn is

a) 13 b) 1l c) 14 d) 15
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C sin l50o + cos t 50" is cqual to

a) 0 b) 1.5 c) 2 d) None ofthese

H Choose the sorrect lbrmula
a) sin A :2sinA"/2 cosA"/2

b) sin 24: sinA cosA

c) sin 24:3sinA cosA

d) sin 2,A: sin 
r A cosrA

I The polar coordinate ofthe point P = (2,2)is:

al (2,:o')

b) (2J2.4so)

( t ,,)c) -.90 ii2 )

d) (2, 60" )

J Slopeof line passing through the points (-3.-2)and (t,2 )is:
a) I b)2 c) -2 d)-l

SECTION _B (ESSAY TYPE QUESTIONS)

(5x l0:50 Marks)

Ql If / :R --r R then draw the graph of the function

(i)/(x)=2 -tr

(ii) /(:r)=l;r+21

Q2 (i)The sum of three numbers in a Ceometric Progression is 26 and their
product is 216. Find the numbers.

(ii) The surn of n tenns of two arithmetic progressions are in the

ratio (3, + ti) : (7, + l5) . Find the ratios of their I 2tl' terms.
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Q3 (i) Find the number of words. with or without the meaning, which

might be formed by using the letters from the word MONDAY. Note

that. repetition of the word is restricted, if
a) At a time. 3 letters can be used.

b) All the letters can be used at a time.

c) First letter is a vowel and all the letters are being used.

(ii) Find the coefficient of r' in the expansion of (l + 2,r)o (l -r)'

Q4 prove that ,un 0.. 4 tan r(l tan 
I 

-r)

I - 6 tan: ,r + tana -r

Q5 (i) Find the equation of line passing though the points (1,-l) and

(3.5) . Also find the slop ofpcrpendicular line to it'l

(ii) Find the distance betrveen the

lines4:r+ 31 -9 = 0and 4:r -3r +9 = 0 ?

Q6 Decompose the following in to the partial fraction:

r lf +r +\+:r
-rr-2rl+r-2

Q7 i) Provethat cos2,"cosI-cos3-rcosA=sin5-r.iniI222
ii) In a group there are 40 people. l7 speaks Hindi and 08 can speak

both Hindi and English. How many pcoplc can speak English only'l

Q8 i) Find the valuc of .r for which the points (-r,-l),(2,1)and(4,5)are

collinear?

;;, 1p,[1*1').6f 1-r).. f 1 *1J ur. in A.p . prore rhar ,r.h.r are irr
\h ,)\, u) \a h)

A.P.?
*****END OF PAPER* ****
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